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Eurasia demonstrates its
strong commitment to be the
“Best in the Ship Management
Industry” by aligning its
people, business processes
and top technology to
continuously comply with
different international
regulations and achieve the
awards of Business Excellence
issued by recognized
international bodies. Eurasia’s
core values are customers,
people, leadership and
shareholders. Some of the
company’s key strengths are:

by complying with different international

niches to maintain continuous business

standards and participating in different

growth. Eurasia participates in many

shipping industrial boards and presentations.

important industrial events to maintain
its brand image.

Strategic Planning
Eurasia’s strategic planning process involves

Information and Analysis

both top and middle management to create

A set of clear measures has been

two-way communication that allows employee

established to support the company’s

participation in developing committed plans

core values and these measures have

and objectives. The strategic planning process

been captured by a world-class ship

is supported with workshops to ensure defined

management integrated system (ISMS).

goals and specific annual objectives are

A number of analytical reports including

properly deployed. Action plans with specific

financial, staff performance and supplier

targets are benchmarked against those

performance are done to support

companies considered best in class, and then

performance review. Based on the

broken down into performance projections.

analytical results, actions are clearly

Regular review meetings are set by both

communicated to customers, staff and

senior and middle management to monitor the

suppliers through different channels

operational performance and to ensure the

including the Internet, Intranet,

operations are on track.

newsletters, and circulars.

Leadership

Customer & Market Focus

Human Resource Focus

Eurasia set out a clear company vision

Eurasia uses different channels including

Eurasia employs two assessment

with core values that balance the needs

research, benchmarking and referrals to

models to ensure the right people with

of their customers, staff and

learn customer needs and finally

the right attitude and values are hired

shareholders. Specific measurements for

categorizes customers into primary and

for positions to promote and support

these core values with targets were

secondary customers. Eurasia has built

business needs. A “matrix management”

assigned to senior management team to

good customer relationships by having

system of self checks, cross checks, and

sustain business growth. Structural and

senior management keep in regular touch

external checks are used to ensure

thorough management review meetings,

with customers. In addition, designated

vessels are operated as required without

audits and appraisals are used to

personnel are assigned to serve

any loss of life or damage to the

communicate and monitor overall

customers to ensure a speedy response.

environment. Awards, exceptional raises

company performance. Eurasia

With its substantial market knowledge,

and commendations are used to

constantly improves company operations

Eurasia has identified specific market

motivate employee to utilize their full
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poten t i a l .

Subsequently, a robust

customer requirements are incorporated

specialized segment which shows

system of performance measurement

into these processes to enhance

Eurasia is reaching its objectives.

which addresses competence, values

customer satisfaction and continuous

Eurasia maintains good customer

and many other elements are used to

improvement. All key processes are

satisfaction as evidenced by its

check if further improvement is

regularly reviewed against set measures

customer retention record, positive

required to meet both customer and

and benchmarked internally and

referrals, customer awards and

company needs.

externally for process efficiency.

continuous good customer ratings.
Internally, Eurasia maintains high

Process Management

Business Results

employee satisfaction and some of them

Eurasia has clearly defined key business

Eurasia maintains overall good Financial

are better than industrial average In

and supporting processes with detailed

and Market results despite of economic

general, Eurasia demonstrates

process control and performance

slowdown in recent years. There is even

leadership in the industry by achieving

measures. Internal and external

an increasing trend in new market and

the “Best Ship Manager” award in 2002.
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